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Desired ContractNationality Age Range Experience Level

36 - 40South African Female Kiwi (to 12months)14 - 17 years

Clinic Disciplines and Areas of Experience
Musculoskeletal, Geriatric, Orthopaedics (pre & post operative), Neurology 

Who am I ?
I am a very passionate person in both my professional and personal capacity. I love being a 
physiotherapist and making a difference in people's lives. In any way I can. 
 
Family and friends are very important to me and I value spending time with the people close to me. I am
a social person who likes to build meaningful relationships, with my patients and colleagues, as well as
in my personal life with family and friends.

Interests

I value any time spent with family and friends. I like to entertain and be outdoors. 
My interests and hobbies include cooking, golf, hiking, crocheting and DIY projects of any kind. At the
moment I spend as much time on the golf course as possible. 
 
I would like to do some post graduate studies/courses on chronic pain, OMT2 and possibly gain more
knowledge into the relationship between pain and psychology. And anything to do with pain
neuroscience gets my interest. 

Physio Interests CPD to Note

OMT 1 
Bobath concept course 
Multiple dry needling courses

I value any time spent with family and friends. I like
to entertain and be outdoors.
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Quotes from References 

Accuracy / Timeliness 
and Workload 

 
 
 

Strengths 
 
 
 
 

Further Comments 

Always will to take on a bigger workload and stay after her "normal" hours.
Work is done accurately. Always on time and can handle a full caseload. She
managers all her patients in a timely manner.

Clever, Enthusiastic, very good hands and skills. Take very good care of her
patients.

Very thorough Physio, she provides excellent feedback to doctors on there
patients. She is a gem!

Work Values Assessment

 Work Values Work Values Results

Hannelie scores high on work-life balance. She
prefers to keep her work and private life separate
and work disrupting her personal life annoys her.
Hannelie scores above average on security and
prefers permanency and clear future prospect in
her work. Her above average score for altruism
indicates that she likes to devote herself to helping
others through her work.
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Career Values  

Value 1 
 
 
 
 

Value 2  
 
 
 
 
 

Value 3 

Achievement - People who score high in the achievement cluster should look 
for jobs that let them us their best abilities.

Working Conditions - People who score high in the working conditions cluster 
should consider pay, job security & good working conditions. They should 
also look for work that suits their personal work style.

Relationships - People who score high in the relationships cluster should look 
for jobs where their co-workers are likely to be friendly and supportive.

Temperament TypologyTemperament Typology Explained 

Hannelie is almost equal parts Dolphin and
Elephant, very people orientated and slightly
more introverted. She is a dependable,
enthusiastic team member. Hannelie is an
enthusiastic communicator that communicates
clearly and patiently. In conflict she will try to
preserve the relationship by not hurting other’s
feelings and giving in to their wishes.

Temperament Graphic Temperament Typology Result


